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Wewalka et al. conducted a valuable parallel, randomized clinical cohort study investigating 

glucose homeostasis in response to continuous fat-based (group A) or glucose-based (group 

B) enteral nutrition formulas in medical critically ill patients [1]. Because of the rigorous 

control of nutrient intake, such feeding studies offer a unique capability to address a 

hypothesis that we are also interested in [2] about the effects of macronutrient composition 

on energy expenditure at isocaloric levels. Unfortunately, we believe the analyses presented 

in the published manuscript do not test the effects of the interventions.

Analyses for all outcomes in the article are presented as a combination of comparisons 

between groups, separately at each time point, as well as within groups, across time points. 

For example, for Resting Energy Expenditure (REE), results showed energy expenditure 

“significantly increased in the group receiving fat-based [treatment], whereas it remained 

unchanged in the patients receiving glucose-based [treatment]” which led to the conclusion 

that “diet-induced thermogenesis was substantially higher in critically ill patients receiving 

fat-based enteral nutrition.” In other words, there was a significant change for group A 

(p<0.05) but not in group B (p>0.05), so the article concluded that group A increased more 
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than group B. However, informal comparison of the nominal significance of change in each 

within-group comparison is not the same as a significance test of the difference in changes 

between the two groups. Using the within-group comparisons to imply differences between 

groups is known as the Differences in Nominal Significance (DINS) error [3]. This approach 

is statistically invalid and can lead to false positives, where the expected Type I error rate of 

0.05 may actually inflate to as high as 50% [4, 5, 6, 7] when only two groups with equal 

sample sizes are used. With more groups or unequal sample sizes, type 1 error rates can 

approach 1.0. Use of the DINS error has led to the correction [8] or retraction [9] of multiple 

papers within nutrition and obesity research [6]. In absence of a valid and more powerful test 

such as that based on ANCOVA or repeated measures, readers are limited to making 

inferences from valid but less powerful post-only analyses at Day 7, which are not 

statistically significant and therefore qualitatively contradict the authors’ findings about 

REE.

We contacted the authors to ask for the raw data so that we could conduct corrected 

analyses, but they declined to provide such data. We therefore ask that they conduct and 

present the results of the proper statistical analysis in the Journal. It is possible that 

correcting the analyses may not change the conclusions, but it is valuable to have corrected 

analyses and results in the literature to buttress the conclusions even if the conclusions are 

not altered.
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